
LSA SG Regular Meeting (via Zoom)

April 7, 2021

6:00 PM

For the previous week’s meeting Agenda, click here

1. Call to Order

a. Appointment of a Temporary Secretary

i. Motion for Nelson

1. Seconded

a. Consent; Nelson is appointed temporary Secretary

2. Opening Roll Call  () - Present, E - Excused, A- Absent

i. Watt, Tyler
ii. Farah, Zackariah

iii. Rifkin, Cameron
iv. Cohen, Jacob
v. Theuerkauf, Caroline

vi. Rich, Sophia
vii. Salino, Sarah

viii. Goodsell, Alli E
ix. Hamamy, Salma E
x. Stevens, Major

xi. McLean, Claudia
xii. Rothstein, Kayla

xiii. Williams, Erik E
xiv. Dai, Carol
xv. Fioritto, Tyler E

xvi. Nguyen, Alex
xvii. Altimemy, Zahraa E

xviii. List, M. Riley E
xix. Jonaitis, Cody
xx. Stoneman, Max

xxi. Slack, Caroline
xxii. Gunasekaran, Gaurie

xxiii. Zhao, Suki
xxiv. Kado, Lydia E
xxv. Nelson, Erica

xxvi. Tam, Peter
xxvii. Chakraborti, Aditya E

xxviii. Addison, William
xxix. Tedrick, Vincenzo (Vince)
xxx. Neff, Ethan

xxxi. Burgaj, Roland (Ron)
xxxii. Saah, Abednego E

xxxiii. Vidhya-Ponraj, Mithun
xxxiv. Juliao, Jordan
xxxv. Ramos, Lissette

xxxvi. Smith, Lauren E
xxxvii. Crews, Tiffany

xxxviii. Berglund, Mollie
xxxix. Crespo, Maleny E

xl. Browdy, Wyatt A
xli. Donahue, Thomas A

xlii. Hwang, Tae Won (Danny)A
xliii. Mulliken, Ryan A
xliv. Pierangeli, Cody E
xlv. Sommerfeld, Elizabeth A

xlvi. Wojtara, Magda E
xlvii. Torres, Gabriela

xlviii. McKillop, Mary A
xlix. Manikandan, Divya A

l. Lobodzinski, Joseph A
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li. Orleans, Louis

3. Announcements

a. Important information (Rothstein)

i. Make sure to put your pronouns in your zoom name and groupme if you’re

comfortable. No hate speech tolerated here

b. Please fill out this form! Zack and Tyler want to connect with you and also ensure that

your correct name and pronouns are used! (Watt)

c. For information on LSA SG’s work in the past year, check out the Google Drive! (Watt)

d. The W2021 Election Director Report can be accessed here. (Watt)

4. Approval of the Agenda

a. Motion:  Alex

b. Seconded: Suki

5. Approval of Previous Minutes

a. Motion: Alex

b. Second: Caroline Slack

6. Constituents’ Time

a. N/A

7. Guest Speaker(s)

a. None

8. Executive Officer Reports

a. President﹣Tyler Watt (trwatt@umich.edu)

i. *Announcement*- Met with dean of students yesterday. Will forward how to

meet with dean of students and other on campus resources. Also met with Kelly

Maxwell. Have some exciting guest speakers next week

b. Vice President﹣ (zfarah@umich.edu)Zackariah Farah

i. Getting started with some exciting projects over the summer. Plenty of money to

go big on projects from committees. Will make motion to shorten internals today

and in the future.

c. Treasurer﹣Cam Rifkin (crifkin@umich.edu)
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i. Will be looking over the budget and expenses. BAC recently sent money to an

event and SG members are invited

d. Counsel﹣ (jaccohen@umich.edu)Jacob Cohen

i. No IRC or JEECAT this week. Please feel free to ask questions regarding

anything

e. Academic Relations Officer﹣ Caroline Theuerkauf (theuerkc@umich.edu)

i. Sent a link. Please check it out

f. External Relations Officer﹣ (sserich@umich.edu)Sophia Rich

i. Please look at report

g. Student Life Relations Officer﹣ (smsalino@umich.edu)Sarah Salino

i. Please look at report

h. Secretary﹣ Alli Goodsell (goodsela@umich.edu)

9. Committee Reports (in alphabetical order)

a. Budget Allocations Committee﹣Louis Orleans (lorleans@umich.edu)

b. Committee Advocating for Transfer, Nontraditional, and International Students﹣Jordan

Juliao (jjuliao@umich.edu)

c. Diversity Affairs Committee﹣ Sarah Salino (smsalino@umich.edu)

10. Task Force and Subcommittee Reports

a. Appointments Subcommittee﹣Sophia Rich (sserich@umich.edu)

i. Report to ERO report for info on this

b. Health Subcommittee﹣Gaurie Gunasekaran (gaurie@umich.edu)

c. Judiciary Establishment and Election Code Amendment Task Force﹣Jacob Cohen

(jaccohen@umich.edu)

i. Same as Counsel

d. Subcommittee on Technology, Advising, and Academic Resources﹣Caroline Theuerkauf

(theuerkc@umich.edu)

e. Taking Responsibility for the Earth and Environment Subcommittee﹣Sarah Salino

(smsalino@umich.edu)

11. Individual Representative Reports

a. none
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12. Appointments, Elections, and Nominations

a. Diversity Affairs Committee Chair
i. Nomination: Rothstein (DECLINED 4/7)

ii. Nomination: Hwang (DECLINED)
iii. Nomination: Gunasekaran (ACCEPTED) CONFIRMED
iv. Nomination: Nelson (ACCEPTED)
v. Nomination: Zhao (DECLINED 3/31)

vi. Nomination: Ramos (DECLINED)
vii. Nomination: Tam (ACCEPTED)

b. Diversity Affairs Committee Vice-Chair
i. Nomination: Zhao (DECLINED 4/7)

ii. Nomination: Nelson (ACCEPTED) CONFIRMED
iii. Nomination: Rothstein (DECLINED 4/7)
iv. Nomination: Tam (ACCEPTED)

c. Appointments Subcommittee Chair (*)
i. Nomination: Rich (DECLINED 3/31)

ii. Nomination: List (DECLINED)
iii. Nomination: McLean (ACCEPTED) CONFIRMED

d. Appointments Subcommittee Vice-Chair (*)
i. Nomination: List (DECLINED)

ii. Nomination: Nelson (ACCEPTED)
iii. Nomination: Addison (ACCEPTED) CONFIRMED
iv. Nomination: Jonaitis (DECLINED 4/7)

e. JEECAT Chair
i. Nomination: Cohen (DECLINED 4/7)

ii. Nomination: Stoneman (ACCEPTED) CONFIRMED
iii. Nomination: Rothstein (DECLINED 4/7)

f. JEECAT Vice-Chair
i. Nomination: Cohen (DECLINED 4/7)

ii. Nomination: Stoneman (DECLINED 4/7)
iii. Nomination: Crews (DECLINED 4/7)
iv. Nomination: Rothstein (ACCEPTED) CONFIRMED

g. Taking Responsibility for the Earth and Environment Subcommittee Chair
i. Nomination: Farah (DECLINED)

ii. Nomination: Williams (ACCEPTED) CONFIRMED
iii. Nomination: List (DECLINED)
iv. Nomination: Dalrymple (DECLINED)
v. Nomination: Stevens (DECLINED)

h. Motion: Move TREES Vice Chair Race after STAAR Vice



i. Seconded
1. Consent; agenda is amended

i. STAAR Chair
i. Nomination: Cohen (DECLINED 4/7)

ii. Nomination: Juliao (ACCEPTED) CONFIRMED
iii. Nomination: Stevens (DECLINED)

j. STAAR Vice Chair- Postponed until next week
i. Nomination: Juliao (DECLINED 4/7)

ii. Nomination: Stevens (DECLINED)
iii. Nomination: Stoneman (DECLINED 4/7)
iv. Nomination: Slack (ACCEPTED)

k. Taking Responsibility for the Earth and Environment Subcommittee Vice-Chair-
Postponed until next week

i. Nomination: List (ACCEPTED)
ii. Nomination: Williams (DECLINED 4/7)

iii. Nomination: Stevens (DECLINED)
iv. Nomination: Rothstein (DECLINED)
v. Nomination: Jonaitis (ACCEPTED)

13. Budget Allocations Committee Recommendations
a. None

14. Old Business (YES-NO-ABSTAIN)

a. B W2021.13 An Amendment to the Second Chapter of the Election Code Addressing

Parties in LSA Student Government Elections

i. Cohen:Intend to table this until further discussion. Please come to JEECAT to

discuss it.

ii. Stoneman: It has been tabled and pushed backed a lot but there are issues that

need to be resolved but please reach out concerning and read the amendment

iii. Motion to table for one week: Juliao

iv. Seconded: Multiple people

b. B W2021.19 An Amendment to the Twelfth Chapter of the Bylaws Refining the

Complaint Process of the Internal Review Committee

i. Please come to IRC this week. We’ll be discussing it

ii. Motion to table for one week: Watt

iii. Second: Cohen
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c. B W2021.22 An Amendment to the Second Chapter of the Election Code Addressing

Executive Ticket Campaign Funding

i. Cohen: Project to make elections more inclusive by making pres and vp

campaigns more accessible for low SES

ii. Addison: Could you summarize this in terms of what you want to accomplish

with this? Where will money come from? How do people qualify for this aid?

iii. Cohen: Pres and VP have a $250 budget for campaign. Taking out the donations

factor. Money comes from election fund. Just for pres and vp tickets so 500-750

dollars into this. Don't have barrier lines yet. Election director would have power

to disperse funds at discretion. Election director would need to see what needs to

be purchased

iv. Farah: What are the sponsors’ intentions? Is it tabled or passable?

v. Cohen: Want to be tabled

vi. Farah: Motion to table for one week

vii. Seconded: Multiple people

d. B W2021.25 An Amendment to the Second Chapter of the Election Code Addressing the

Election Certification

i. Cohen: Almost had the problem of no neutral factor in elections. Line of

succession so there can always be a neutral party with elections

ii. Motion: to call the question by voice

iii. Seconded: McLean

iv. CONFIRMED

e. R W2021.11 A Resolution Adopting the LSA Student Judiciary Manual of Procedures

i. Stoneman: Need to get ballot question done for Manual of procedures. Feel free

to leave comments

ii. Watt: Would you envision the judiciary taking on a position of accountability

within the government?

iii. Cohen: Yes

iv. Motion: Stoneman- table for one week

v. Second: Cohen
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f. R W2021.12 A Resolution Calling for the Elimination of Single-Use Plastics

i. Farah: Response to a visit from an environmental group. A lot of small plastics

everywhere. Crisis that needs to be addressed. Putting together a pledge to get

signed by president of university. Want to table indefinitely . Want to eliminate

single use plastics

ii. Watt: Is it the intention to have resolution withdrawn?

iii. Farah: There will be a motion to be an endorser of CSG’s version

iv. Motion: To postpone indefinitely- Ramos

v. Seconded: Salino

15. New Business

a. B F2021.01 An Amendment to the Fifth Chapter of the Bylaws Holding Accountability

for Damaging Conduct In Government Communication

i. Torres: Address the issue of communication with everyone. We need respectful

communication as leaders. We represent a diverse body. There have been

suggestions to the language. Whether language should be included that said

person may be removed if they refuse to acknowledge their wrongdoing

ii. Tedrick: Good amendment to be addressed. Is the language too vague? It is there

but vague in interpretation

iii. Torres: I understand. Not too specific on purpose. Only in instances where the

conduct was so inappropriate that the behavior was negatively impacting the

government.

iv. Tedrick: Confident now. Concerned for later

v. Torres: For removal proceedings to continue there is a ⅔ vote needed to start trial

and ⅔ vote to continue trial

vi. Tedrick: Makes me feel better

vii. Burgaj: Who determines office hours times?

viii. Torres: Not altered in context of amendment

ix. Burgaj: Can we make it a friendly amendment?

x. Torres: More of an unfriendly amendment as it does not add crucial factor to

amendment
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xi. Burgaj: What is the exact process?

xii. Cohen: Multiple ways such as by the govt itself. Via loss of LSA affiliation,

recall, resignation, direct constituency

xiii. Tam: Want this to get passed ASAP. University has specific language, I hope to

fold their language in there

xiv. Ramos: Make clear what is harmful.

xv. Torres: It would need to have ⅔ of people thinking that what happened

jeopardized govt affairs. You can suggest an amendment to this

xvi. Addison: If statement mentioned was more for public affairs?

xvii. Torres: Wanted to address govt. Addressing constituents. Based on severity of

action. Would there be business discussed next week?

xviii. Farah: Yes

xix. Juliao: Support statement about actively hurting govt and those its representing

xx. Tedrick: Misspelled something/ slight wording change- friendly amendment

xxi. Addison: Add reference to bylaws- friendly amendment

xxii. Neff: Would this language just be while people have been serving their term or

does it include while people are trying to take office?

xxiii. Torres: Responsible for govt members. Only while in office

xxiv. Tedrick: Can we specify language in terms of Ethan’s question?- Friendly

xxv. Torres: Friendly

xxvi. Burgaj: Referencing official, unofficial, or both?

xxvii. Torres: Both. Unofficial communication encompases a lot. Recommending just

official would be considered unfriendly amendment

xxviii. Burgaj: I think if we keep it how it is, it’s too vague.

xxix. Torres: I would find that amendment as unfriendly. Even private messages can

have serious ramifications in government.

xxx. Burgaj: I was just confused because everything else is official, but

communication is vague.

xxxi. Motion to extend time for 3 minutes.

1. Motion: Ramos



2. Second: Salino

a. Motion fails

xxxii. Motion to table for one week

1. Motion: Torres

2. Second: Stoneman

b. B F2021.02 An Amendment to the Sixth Chapter of the Bylaws Regarding Listservs for

Committees, Subcommittees, and Task Forces

i. Torres: Currently our listservs are a big part of our government. Currently who

owns listservs, and general responsibilities and protection of the listservs doesn’t

exist. This would help clarify all of that.

ii. Farah: I really like the clarification. A listserv is an email list on mcommunity,

and there has contention about whos in charge. Would the sponsors be against an

amendment that says the option to unsubscribe option included in all emails sent

out from that listserv.

iii. Torres: I think that’s a good idea, and would like to see this passed tonight.

iv. Watt: Did the VP mean only committees or the general listserv too?

v. Farah: Only aimed at constituents and if there are some on the general listserv

then I’d be in favor of it being included in all emails sent to constituents.

vi. Torres: Do you have any idea of how you would like your amendment to be

written.

vii. Farah: I think requiring the vice chair to include some form of unsubscribe option

in all emails sent out to constituents, but keeping the way they include this vague

so that it’s up to how they would like to do it.

viii. Burgaj: It says those with ownership says must and then later on it says may. Can

we change may to must?

ix. Torres: I’d be happy to make that change.

x. Cohen: A better place for rewording would be in the friendly moment time.

xi. Burgaj: How do I become a sponsor?

xii. Rothstein: Put your name in the chat!

xiii. Motion to call to question by voice vote.
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1. Motion: Watt

2. Objection: Torres

a. There was previous conversation about an unsubscribe option

amendment. Should we do that before voting.

3. Watt resend motion

xiv. Zhao: I’ll suggest the amendment to add an unsubscribe option.

xv. Farah: “Every email sent to a listserv containing the email addresses of

non-government members must include an explanation of the process of being

removed from the listserv.” This is the amendment before the last sentence of

6.01.09  I’d like to propose.

xvi. Torres: I see it as friendly - I like it.

xvii. Motion to vote by acclamation

1. Motion: Ramos

2. Second: Farah

a. Motion carries

c. B F2021.03 An Amendment to the First Chapter of the Bylaws Establishing What

Emergency Operating Procedures Shall Entail

i. Torres: I thought it’d be a good idea to establish emergency operating procedures

since it’s above the bylaws it may end up being in the Constitution. I saw it as, in

extraordinary circumstances that these are steps we’d follow. Ultimately,

establish protocol.

ii. Watt: Could you give context on the sentiment?

iii. Torres: In the recent emergency operating procedures, there was legislation that

restricted access to office based on someone’s position in government. If we do

have to restrict the office it shouldn’t be based on title for access because this

could be problematic.

iv. Addison: How to COVID impact our emergency operating procedures?

v. Torres: If we had to alter government in some way in the future that there’s a way

of doing it. It should be based on procedural changes rather than changes made

unnecessarily.
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vi. Watt: “The procedures put in place do not..” One of the core ideal in the

emergency operating procedures that allowed for the exec board to deal with

appointments in their own way.

vii. Torres: It wasn’t absolutely necessary to alter procedures. Overall, I don’t think

it’d be allowed. The appointments responsibilities shouldn’t be altered.

viii. Motion to call to question by acclamation.

1. Motion: Salino

2. Second: Cohen

a. Motion carries - congrats to sponsors

d. B F2021.04 An Amendment to the Fourth Chapter of the Bylaws Firmly Establishing

Executive Officer Meetings

i. Torres: We have exec meetings and it’s recommended they’re held twice a

month. In recent years, the exec board has met weekly and it was extremely

helpful to meet weekly. I think exec board meetings are necessary for the

efficiency of government.

ii. Watt: It’s my pleasure to be sponsoring this. I think this is a great idea for the

government.

iii. Farah: I hope to see this passed.

iv. Watt: There was one line added regarding the executives board members’ ability

to be a representative. I tis now made clear that this is not allowed.

v. Torres: I like it. I thought this was already included so I like it

vi. Salino: A grammar thing. Exec meetings shall meet weekly. Can it be changed to

exec board shall meet weekly?

vii. Torres: I see that as friendly.

viii. Motion to vote by acclamation.

1. Motion: Juliao

2. Second: Stevens

e. B F2021.05 An Amendment to the Twentieth Chapter of the Bylaws Regarding the

Limits of Resolutions

i. Torres: Basically wanting to give notice that when there is a resolution to take
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action you should be notified for it prior to the resolution being brought to the

floor.

ii. Watt: Was it the intent to pass this tonight?

iii. Torres: Yes, for all the business where I’m the primary sponsor I would like

passed tonight.

iv. Watt: If we do pass this tonight then we cant do F2021.03 because the

representative hasn’t been informed.

v. Torres: I’d be fine tabling this.

vi. Motion to table until next week.

1. Motion: Crespo

2. Second: List

f. B F2021.06 An Amendment to the Second and Fourth Chapters of the Bylaws

Establishing Protocol for the Absence of the Secretary in General Meetings

i. Torres: This put a lot of pressure on the chair to pick someone. Establishing a

nomination system that is a lot more equitable and I hope to see it passed.

ii. Watt: The first nomination is the person who is secretary unless voted done.

Right?

iii. Torres: Yes.

iv. Watt: How is that better than choosing the best person possible for the job?

v. Torres: After talking to others, I don’t think debating who gets secretary is the

most fun idea because the debate could last a while. I prefer the

volunteer/nomination system.

vi. Burgaj: For friendly amendment, maybe it’s me and the word must, but can we

change must to may or something that includes voluntary.

vii. Torres: It’s not saying they must accept the role, it’s must accept the nomination.

viii. Burgaj: If I read it as must voluntary accept rather than must, just so it’s not as

aggressive and people feel they have to take.

ix. Torres: I accept that change as friendly

x. Motion to call to question and vote by acclamation

1. Motion: Farah
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2. Second: Stoneman

a. Motion passes

g. R F2021.01 A Resolution Establishing A Respectful Culture in LSA Student Government
i. Rothstein: This resolution was written a few weeks ago and we’ve added more

since. I think it’s important to keep a positive and respectful tone in government
for this upcoming year. This means respectful and kind language in all
government forums and group chats. It also talks about how we accept everyone
no matter the identity.

ii. Farah: I know not all members of government are here tonight. Would sponsors
be okay with an amendment having someone on exec send this to members not
hear tonight?

iii. Rothstein: I see that as friendly.
iv. Burgaj: Fourth whereas, if we could include ethnicity and religion for those we

won’t discriminate against.
v. Rothstein: I see that as friendly.

vi. Juliao: With adding ethnicity and religion, can we move ethnicity after religion?
vii. Rothstein: That’s friendly and fixed!

viii. Torres: The constitution does have a bunch of stuff about discrimation - a list
(race, color, national origin, etc.) . If you would prefer to add what’s in the
constitution into this resolution?

ix. Rothstein: That’s friendly, we can change that.
x. Burgaj: Can you just fix citizenship status:

xi. Rothstein: Friendly and fixed.
xii. Farah: This is my amendment added at the very end and be the finally resolved

clause. “Be it finally resolved, that the Vice President is directed to send the
resolution to the general listserv.”

xiii. Rothstein: Yes, that’s friendly.
xiv. Motion to call to question by acclamation.

1. Motion: Rothstein
2. Second: Juliao

a. Motion carries - Resolution passed with unanimous consent
h. R F2021.02 A Resolution Condemning the Recent Inappropriate Communication in our

Unofficial Government Group Chat
i. Torres: Okay everyone, I wrote this resolution as I believe it is extremely

important that we as a government address what has occurred in our informal
group chat this past week. For those who have yet to join the General Groupme,
on Friday one of our newly elected representatives addressed the members in a
chat using inappropriate language targeting multiple identities on campus. This

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1I6nKE1trV-0uDZUXUXkZ_cTgnadJVW2Fzkh1AgMf-Q0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j8wLpJ9UJp5DtLgDGQinHJVw9Dv7wkXuy2aTLM3LdFE/edit?ts=606ddf68
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1j8wLpJ9UJp5DtLgDGQinHJVw9Dv7wkXuy2aTLM3LdFE/edit?ts=606ddf68


language is not okay, and when several members of our community attempted to
address and engage in dialogue regarding the inappropriate language said, there
was no attempt to engage in restorative dialogue with members thus far. I
strongly believe that action needs to be taken in order to address this conduct in
our government. Regarding the actions themselves, I find them to be very
inappropriate in a Government setting, and this conduct should not be tolerated. I
also believe that the representative in question should have the ability to learn
and grow from these comments, and that by swiftly enacting our strongest action
possible against the representative, that they will be less likely to ever grow from
this situation, and that there is still opportunity to educate this representative. In
considering legislation regarding this event, and which action would be best to
pursue, I consulted with our faculty advisor regarding steps that fully address the
severity of the acts over this past week, while allowing sg leadership to  engage
in education efforts for this representative. As I stated in the operative clauses in
the body of the resolution, I would like for LSA SG to establish that this
inappropriate conduct is not beneficial to maintaining an inclusive environment. I
believe that before a formal removal trial is conducted, a resolution calling on the
representative to engage in restorative action would be beneficial to educate the
representative, so that in the future the representative can be more aware of the
negative impact of their recent actions. I also believe that the current language of
the resolution is direct in that if other representatives, including the elected
representative in question, continue to act in this method, that formal removal
proceedings are an option for Government members to pursue. Specifically for
this representative, if restorative measures are ignored after the passing of this
resolution then this would be clear that the government member in question has
no desire to learn from the inappropriate actions which jeopardized government
proceedings, and therefore a removal process may formally commence. Final
thoughts, I would appreciate everyones questions and feedback, I would
appreciate if anyone would like to be a sponsor on this resolution, and I would
prefer if this were passed tonight if there was no considerable pushback from
other members of government. Lastly, I want to emphasize that due to the
controversial nature of this amendment, and the incredibly amazingly remarkable
counsel will most likely repeat this sentiment, that our bylaws encourage us to
reference individuals by their position in government when addressing them
during debate.

ii. Ramos: I was curious why we have those rules where we should refer to people
by role and not their actual name?

iii. Rothstein: Really to just keep a respectful tone in government and not single
people out.



iv. Addison: It mentioned this was an unofficial government group chat, so I was
wondering how this is punishable/ severity of punishment?

v. Torres: This is a groupchat with all government members so I think engaging in
inappropriate actions still affects government. It still affected many members of
government so we are in our rights to condemn this actions.

vi. Watt: To make clear, this is not calling for trial procedures to begin - just saying
it’s a possibility, right?

vii. Torres: yes
viii. Burgaj: Why does it say that they have to talk in dialogue for restorative action?

ix. Torres: It puts a condition that if this is passed the member should engage in
restorative actions.

x. Burgaj: Where is the rest of the conversation? And where are the rest of the
conversations reaching out to him?

xi. Torres: I’d be happy to include public information, but I felt private information
may not be correct.

xii. Burgaj: Did you have the representative consent to this?
xiii. Torres: It was a public conversation
xiv. Burgaj: Shouldn’t everyone be given the say respect of consent?
xv. Torres: I didn’t think it was necessary for this resolution, but I’d be happy to

include more.
xvi. Burgaj: There’s a thing you call discovery so we have to include everything or

nothing without consent because those are the only two ways to go.
xvii. Torres: In terms of private messages I don’t feel the most comfortable doing that,

but for all of the SG groupme I’ll include everyone’s comments.
xviii. Addison: You mentioned parts of those who are in our government. It seems like

from the appendixes especially A where it talks about the representatives
religious beliefs. I do think that although this hurts a lot of people, but we need to
include context. We can’t bring him to stand for this if this is something he
identifies as.

xix. Torres: I would be more than happy to include a whereas clause where it’s not
based on the representatives religious beliefs. It’s more based on the comparison
of crimes, immoral acts, and sexual orientation - that is not an accurate
interpretation. It’s that those who do not identify as not having religious beliefs,
in my mind, fell in with the comparison of immoral acts.

xx. Addison: I would love to work through this with you, and would like to make
sure everyone is represented equally.

xxi. Motion for five minute recess
1. Motion: Watt
2. Second: Cohen



a. Motion passes
xxii. Burgaj: I’m looking at the language here and towards the bottom where it says “If

the representative refuses to engage in dialogue…” Can we change this to
“refuses to attempt to engage”?

xxiii. Torres: I see that as friendly. If someone else could make that change that’s be
nice

xxiv. Burgaj: What exactly does restorative justice mean? Is there a better work
choice? I’d prefer mutual respect or understanding.

xxv. Torres: I would love to see what other sponsors think. I think restorative justice
could be seen as vague.

xxvi. Juliao: I agree that restorative justice is vague, but I do like “restorative” because
relationships have to be restored. I think it is proper wording even though it may
be vague because it’s not just about respect. It’s also repairing relationships.

xxvii. Burgaj: What if it said “efforts for attempting to repair the relationships”?
xxviii. Stoneman: I believe that restorative justice is the best term in this situation.

Restorative justice covers a lot more than just restoring relationships. I would be
more open to defining what it means it the resolution, but I find it necessary to be
in the relationship.

xxix. Torres: “efforts for attempting to repair the relationships” is an unfriendly
amendment.

xxx. Burgaj: I’ll table my amendment to the friendly amendments
xxxi. Farah: Here’s a possible amendment: “Whereas, the goal of restorative justice is

for the victims of an act to share their experience of what happened, to discuss
who was harmed by the offense and how, and to create a consensus for what the
offender can do to repair the harm from the offense”

xxxii. Torres: I deem this as friendly. Putting it as the last whereas clause.
xxxiii. Burgaj: It creates a criminal/victim mentality. Restorative justice could be flipped

on us. I’ll bring back my amendment to change restorative justice to “efforts for
attempting to repair the relationship and continue mutual respect”

1. Second for the amendment: List
xxxiv. Motion to open up a speakers list for the unfriendly amendment for 3 minutes

total and 30 seconds for each person.
1. Motion: Farah
2. Second: Watt

a. Motion Passes
xxxv. Motion to extend time for 15 minutes.

1. Motion: Cohen
2. Second: Stevens

xxxvi. Speaker’s List:



1. Farah (Against): I understand the concerns. I do want to point out that
Umich as OSCR and there is a chance Saah may go to OSCR. OSCR
does define restorative justice, and because of that I think it’s very
important and popular among our administration.

2. Juliao (Against): Restorative justice just does a connotation of victims,
but there were victims. This wording was specific because people were
harmed, and this is the write wording for this.

3. Stoneman (Against): I’m in full agreement with everything past speakers
have said. I think the amendment falls shorter than what we want to see
done.

4. Burgaj (For): There are other option than restorative justice. The problem
is that when we use the term restorative justice it could easily be
switched - victim and attacker could be switched. I think changing the
language could better protect us from this so this doesn’t cause more
problems.

xxxvii. Motion to vote by secret ballot
1. Motion: Burgaj
2. Second: Ramos

a. 6-22-2; this fails to pass
xxxviii. Burgaj: Can we include the messages between Abednego and exec members?

xxxix. Torres: I don’t see putting private messages as a friendly amendment. 1-on-1
does not seem necessary, and that respects both individuals rights to privacy that
way.

xl. Motion to table for one week
1. Motion: Burgaj
2. Second: none

a. Motion doesn’t carry
xli. Motion to open the floor to debate (speaker’s list) for 3 minutes, 30 seconds each

person.
1. Motion: Watt
2. Second: Ramos
3. Objection: Torres

a. Motion resent
xlii. Torres: My concern is that many people were very open about their identities and

I don’t want this information to harm them as resolutions are posted to the
website.

xliii. Ramos: I think to solve the problem for those who were talking in the groupme
debate to privately message Gaby whether they are comfortable or not.



xliv. Torres: I don’t think the burden should be on other people to let me know where
they stand on being included in the screenshots.

xlv. Burgaj: I agree it’s a good idea to get consent, and it should be unanimous for all
those involved.

xlvi. Cohen: Amendment to remove people’s name to speaker numbers.
xlvii. Torres: That’s friendly, I’ll make the change during debate.

xlviii. Motion to extend time by 15 minutes.
1. Motion: Ramos
2. Second: Cohen

xlix. Motion to move to debate and open a speakers list
1. Motion:Addison
2. Second: Ramos

l. Speaker’s List
li. Motion to vote by secret ballot.

1. Motion: Ramos
2. Second: Juliao

a. 19-4-5; this resolution is adopted and posted on the website
16. Matters Arising

a. Torres: I’ll make sure to redacting all the names.

b. Stoneman: Thank you for your contributions tonight. It was a little bit of a ride. If you

want to added to the JEECAT Force listserv let me know. It’s a lot of fun and a lot of the

same stuff.

c. McLean: Come to COMM. We’ve got some new leadership.

d. Tedrick: If interested in fundraising, the LAST force is meeting this friday 5-6pm. Let me

know if you’re interested, and I can add you to the listserv.

e. Farah: Usually meetings aren’t this long. I know there’s controversy. First, removing

someone from the group chat is someone the exec board doesn’t take lightly. We will

continue reaching out to Representative Saah to try to open dialogue. The representative

is welcome to give us more context here, and I hope he will engage in efforts to resolve

these conflicts in a respectful way.

f. Watt: There will be a steering transition meeting this sunday at 6 pm. Exec board meeting

will be Sunday morning. Next week, April 14th, the general meeting (at 8pm) will have

Kelly Maxwell and Riya & Dannie as guests.

g. Juliao: Come to STAAR and CATNIS next week. I’ll be holding office hours 8-9am on



friday.

17. Snaps

18. Closing Roll Call

i. Watt, Tyler
ii. Farah, Zackariah

iii. Rifkin, Cameron
iv. Cohen, Jacob
v. Theuerkauf, Caroline

vi. Rich, Sophia
vii. Salino, Sarah

viii. Goodsell, Alli
ix. Hamamy, Salma E
x. Stevens, Major

xi. McLean, Claudia
xii. Rothstein, Kayla

xiii. Williams, Erik
xiv. Dai, Carol
xv. Fioritto, Tyler E

xvi. Nguyen, Alex
xvii. Altimemy, Zahraa E

xviii. List, M. Riley
xix. Jonaitis, Cody
xx. Stoneman, Max

xxi. Slack, Caroline
xxii. Gunasekaran, Gaurie

xxiii. Zhao, Suki
xxiv. Kado, Lydia
xxv. Nelson, Erica

xxvi. Tam, Peter
xxvii. Chakraborti, Aditya

xxviii. Addison, William
xxix. Tedrick, Vincenzo (Vince)
xxx. Neff, Ethan A

xxxi. Burgaj, Roland (Ron)
xxxii. Saah, Abednego E

xxxiii. Vidhya-Ponraj, Mithun
xxxiv. Juliao, Jordan
xxxv. Ramos, Lissette

xxxvi. Smith, Lauren
xxxvii. Crews, Tiffany

xxxviii. Berglund, Mollie
xxxix. Crespo, Maleny E

xl. Browdy, Wyatt A
xli. Donahue, Thomas A

xlii. Hwang, Tae Won (Danny)
A

xliii. Mulliken, Ryan A
xliv. Pierangeli, Cody E
xlv. Sommerfeld, Elizabeth A

xlvi. Wojtara, Magda
xlvii. Torres, Gabriela

xlviii. McKillop, Mary A
xlix. Manikandan, Divya A

l. Lobodzinski, Joseph A
li. Orleans, Louis E

19. Adjournment

a. Motion: Vidhya-Ponraj

b. Second: Smith


